Factsheets

Credit Control
Obtaining new customers is great for business,
unless they fail to pay you. If you fail to check that
the customer can support the amount of credit you
are granting, then commencing legal action when
they do not pay can be a long drawn out and
potentially costly process.

If payment from the customer is not obtained and
the goods or services have been provided, your cash
flow is likely to be under pressure. Ensuring that
customers pay on time will make managing your
business easier.
If you fail to pay your suppliers because you have
not been paid by your customer then you could also
be damaging their business as well. This is not only
bad business practice but could be regarded as
corporate social irresponsibility. Treat your
suppliers as you want your customers to treat you.
Factors to consider
The first thing you should do is get to know your
customer. This should start before you take on a
new customer and before you give them any credit.
The bare minimum of what you should know is:
 the exact name of the customer and the trading

address (consider using Companies House
Webcheck service)
 their type of business structure, e.g. are they a

sole trader, a partnership or a limited company?

 names and personal addresses of the proprietors if

their structure is unincorporated (consider
verifying letter headed paper to support this
information)
 contact other suppliers to obtain references

 their credit rating.

Before you provide goods or services to any customer
make sure you address the following:
 discuss and agree payment terms with the

customer before accepting the order
 agree the terms in writing

 review any documentation from the customer

where they try to change the agreed payment
terms
 negotiate and agree payment terms with suppliers

before accepting the order
 if there is a gap between customer and supplier

payment terms, consider whether finance is
available to bridge the gap (this will require an
understanding of your working capital
management)
 produce a cash flow forecast covering all expected

income and expenses
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 have a standard policy in place to ensure that

payment terms cannot be altered without
appropriate authorisation

 pay on time by ensuring that your creditors’

ledger is accurately aged; and
 keep your suppliers up to date with any issues

 ensure that you have the right to apply late

you have with paying on time.

payment and interest charges on invoices.
After you have provided goods or services to a
customer ensure that you:

Some businesses unfortunately go ‘bad’ so you may
wish to consider obtaining credit insurance where
the business:

 raise invoices promptly

 would not be able to function if key customers

went insolvent
 raise invoices accurately to ensure all items are

included at the quoted prices

 does not have the controls in place to ascertain

whether a customer is likely to go insolvent
 include a reference number for the order and

then quote this if any dispute arises

 is struggling to obtain information on prospective

customers
 have everything the customer requires on the

invoice

 needs to improve credit management

 have a process for chasing invoices

 is considering a new market venture.

 have a process for dealing with disputes

Businesses should consider obtaining factoring and
financing options when:

 keep a log of disputes to ascertain whether

similar disputes for customers occur

 insufficient cash reserves are available to pay

suppliers on time
 ensure that your invoices are fully compliant

with HMRC for VAT purposes.

 the business needs to grow

Consider your suppliers - treat them as you would
like to be treated

 the level of short term finance (including any

Remember that not paying your suppliers on time
is a bad business habit and it may result in a drop
in your credit rating. You should:

 staff do not have the right level of credit

 ensure you advise your suppliers of any disputes

as soon as they occur

overdraft facility) is insufficient

management skills.
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How we can help
If you are struggling with your cash flow in these
difficult times then we would be happy to discuss
this further with you. Please contact us for more
detailed advice.

Ryecroft Glenton is registered to carry on audit work by the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales. Portland Financial Management is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, FCA
firm reference number 114370. Tax treatment depends on the individual circumstances of each client and may be subject to change in future. Please remember the value of investments and the income from them can
go down as well as up. You may not get back the full amount you have invested.
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